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“HOW” TO SEE THE BRITISH 
ISLES
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COBH (say Cove) - a fishing port in Cork Harbor. 
 The Titanic left from this port.

 
 



NEWGRANG
E

Newgrange is a 5000 year old active solstice site. It is
 made of stone structures called cairns. It is used to track 
and record movements of the sun. Ancient people used 
this for their calendar. 



Englan
d





Big Ben is a famous 316 foot 
tower that has a clock on it.  It 
was named after a man called Sir 
Benjamin Hall.  He was in charge 
of building it.  clock

Benjamin 
Hall



The London Tower Bridge is a very famous 
bridge.   



Outside of the Buckingham Palace, there are guards that act like 
soldiers. The guards  are very serious about their job.  They are not 
allowed to talk to anyone. Every day at the same time they change 
places with a new set of guards.  This is done very neatly and 
organized.  People come from all over to watch this happen.... 



Buckingham Palace is  the place where the Queen of England 
lives.  It has many rooms and is decorated with lots of 
expensive things.  

 

Queen of Great Britain



Trafalgar Square is a famous place where people gather to 
meet.  There are large fountains, waterfalls, and big statues 
to see.  

 
 

 



Wales





The castles of  Wales were built  by the English. They conquered 
Wales and built the castles to keep control of the countryside.



You could drive all the way across Wales in less than an hour.  Yet 
the Welsh have their own language and tradition.     



Scotland









 The Climate in Scotland is Cool and Rainy.  Gardens 
grow well here.   Many people in Scotland are so 

interested in gardening that they form clubs and travel 
together to visit famous ones. 

"Let's see the gardens of 
Scotland"
 



This instrument is called Bagpipes.  It is a combination instrument that 
can make more than one note at once.  Bagpipes are often used in 
parades in America because a marcher can play them and they are loud! 



http://hurrayenglish.ru/k-uroku/presentacii/prezentacii-about-britain/
o.mail.ru/search_images?tsg=l&gp=801535&q=шотландские+волынки#urlhash=
8676728552193448293
http://go.mail.ru/search_images?tsg=l&gp=801535&q=%
http://go.mail.ru/search_images?tsg=l&gp=801535&q=%
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http://go.mail.ru/search_images?tsg=l&gp=801535&q=%D1%83%D1%8D%D0%BB
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cf36&hasnavig=0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


